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Vaccine platforms have been critical for accelerating the timeline of COVID-19 vaccine development.
Faster vaccine timelines demand further development of these technologies. Currently investigated plat-
form approaches include virally vectored and RNA-based vaccines, as well as DNA vaccines and recom-
binant protein expression system platforms, each featuring different advantages and challenges. Viral
vector-based and DNA vaccines in particular have received a large share of research funding to date.
Platform vaccine technologies may feature dual-use potential through informing or enabling pathogen
engineering, which may raise the risk for the occurrence of deliberate, anthropogenic biological events.
Research on virally vectored vaccines exhibits relatively high dual-use potential for two reasons. First,
development of virally vectored vaccines may generate insights of particular dual-use concern such as
techniques for circumventing pre-existing anti-vector immunity. Second, while the amount of work on
viral vectors for gene therapy exceeds that for vaccine research, work on virally vectored vaccines may
increase the number of individuals capable of engineering viruses of particular concern, such as ones clo-
sely related to smallpox. Other platform vaccine approaches, such as RNA vaccines, feature relatively lit-
tle dual-use potential. The biosecurity risk associated with platform advancement may be minimised by
focusing preferentially on circumventing anti-vector immunity with non-genetic rather than genetic
modifications, using vectors that are not based on viruses pathogenic to humans, or preferential invest-
ment into promising RNA-based vaccine approaches. To reduce the risk of anthropogenic pandemics,
structures for the governance of biotechnology and life science research with dual-use potential need
to be reworked. Scientists outside of the pathogen research community, for instance those who work
on viral vectors or oncolytic viruses, need to become more aware of the dual-use risks associated with
their research. Both public and private research-funding bodies need to prioritise the evaluation and
reduction of biosecurity risks.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the importance of
vaccine platforms that can be rapidly tailored to novel biological
threats. The perception that a widely available vaccine will put
an end to the pandemic has directed global attention to COVID-
19 vaccine development. Vaccine platforms have been critical in
accelerating COVID-19 vaccine development, shortening processes
previously taking years to only months. Going forward, we will
likely see increased investment in such technologies in order to
be able to tackle future pandemics even more rapidly.
However, certain kinds of biotechnologies have the potential to
enable pathogen engineering, raising the risk for biological events
including pandemics of the largest scale with the potential to
destabilise society [1]. This article evaluates the dual-use potential
of platform vaccines, analyses past and future research and funding
of such approaches, and recommends how to manage associated
biosecurity risks emerging from this research.
2. An evaluation of platform vaccine approaches

The term ‘‘platform vaccine” refers to vaccine approaches where
an underlying, nearly identical mechanism, device, delivery vector,
or cell line can be easily adapted and employed for targeting novel
pathogens on the basis of their genetic sequence [2]. Vaccine scien-
tists hope that such platform approaches will improve the speed
with which vaccines against novel pathogens can be developed,
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Table 1
Application, utility, and dual-use potential of different vaccine approaches. Presentation of leading COVID-19 vaccine candidates based on the WHO Draft landscape of COVID-19 candidate vaccines as of 9 Jan 2021[30].

Approach Description and COVID-19 use Utility for tackling emerging diseases Estimated dual-use potential

Platform approaches
Virally vectored

vaccines
Antigen is inserted into genome of well-defined, non-pathogenic,
usually replication-defective viral vectors, such as adenovirus (Ad),
inducing expression in vaccine recipient’s cells [7]
Manufactured in mammalian cell culture.
- Oxford/AstraZeneca, ChAdOx1, phase 3, licensed
- CanSino, Ad5, phase 3
- Janssen/J&J, Ad26, phase 3

High:
- Multiple virally vectored vaccines have been licensed, e.g. for

Ebola and Dengue fever[8]
- Induction of both robust humoral and cellular immune

responses[9]
- Potential for single-dose regimen[10,11]
- Potential for large scale manufacturing; likely achievable if

use of suspension cell culture system
- Limitations:
- Pre-existing anti-vector immunity[12,13]
- Induction of anti-vector immunity limits reusability of vec-

tors[14]

Relatively high:
- Creation of chimeric viruses for evasion of pre-

existing anti-vector immunity[15]
- Potential for further research into how to engi-

neer viral immune evasion
- Increases number of people with access to viral

engineering knowledge and tools

mRNA vaccines Antigen is encoded as messenger RNA, synthesised in cell-free in vitro
transcription process, and formulated, e.g. with lipid nanoparticle (LNP)
coat, to prevent degradation and improve cell entry. mRNA induces
expression of the antigen in vaccine recipient’s cells for induction of an
immune response.[7]
- Pfizer/BioNTech, LNP-mRNA, phase 3, licensed
- Moderna/NIAID, LNP-mRNA, phase 3, licensed
- Curevac, LNP-mRNA, phase 3

High:
- No licensed mRNA vaccine to date, but early phase 3 reports

for COVID-19 promising[16,17]
- Promising neutralising antibody levels in immunogenicity tri-

als, but induction of robust cellular responses still in question
[6]

- Very high speed of development
- Future potential for high speed of manufacturing, scalable

manufacturing likely
- High flexibility of expressed antigen[18]
- Limitations:
- Efficacy (potency with regard to protection from disease/in-

fection) needs to be confirmed and no large scale manufactur-
ing experience to date[6]

- Subzero cold-chain requirement[19]

Low:
- No viral/organism engineering involved
- Might increase accessibility to synthesis of

DNA/RNA which encodes viral proteins

Self-amplifying RNA
vaccines

Similar to mRNA vaccines, RNA replicon based on the alphavirus
genome mediates amplification of the antigen-encoding mRNA within
the recipient’s cells.
- Arcturus Therapeutics, LNP-saRNA, phase 2
- Imperial College, LNP-saRNA, phase 1

Medium-High:
- Similar properties to mRNA vaccines
- No clinical safety/immunogenicity data yet
- Prospect of inducing robust immune response at very low

vaccine dose, promising low-cost and scalable manufactur-
ing[20]

- Limitation:
- Need for clinical data and manufacturing of long replicon-

containing RNA has yet to be shown at scale[18]
- Anti-vector immunity against replicon proteins may limit

reusability[6]

Low(-Medium):
- No viral/organism engineering involved
- Might increase accessibility to synthesis of

DNA/RNA which encodes viral proteins
- Study of and work on viral replicons might

inform how to amplify viral replication

DNA vaccines Antigen is encoded as DNA plasmid, synthesised in cell-free in vitro
transcription process, and injected to induce expression of the antigen
in vaccine recipient’s cells. Cell uptake may be improved by
electroporation.[7]
- Inovio, DNA + electropo., phase 2/3
- Osaka/AnGes/Takara, DNA + adjuvant, phase 2/3
- Cadila, DNA, phase 3
- Genexine, DNA, phase 1/2

Medium:
- Only DNA vaccines for veterinary use have been licensed to

date[18]
- Share many properties of mRNA vaccines
- Additional limitation: DNA needs to be delivered to cell nuclei

for expression, potential reliance on electroporation device
for administration, potential safety risk of genomic integra-
tion[7]

Low:
- No viral engineering involved
- Might increase accessibility to synthesis of DNA

which encodes viral proteins
- Research into how to deliver DNA into nucleus

and genome; however, the key driver for this
is gene therapy

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Approach Description and COVID-19 use Utility for tackling emerging diseases Estimated dual-use potential

Recombinant protein
expression platform

Antigen gene inserted into the expression system for protein
production, e.g. insect baculovirus-mediated insertion into insect cell
lines, modified to exhibit human glycosylation patterns; resulting
proteins may be administered as virus-like particles (VLPs) or with
adjuvant.[18]
- Novavax, baculovirus-produced glycoprotein + adjuvant, phase 3
- Anhui Zhifei Longcom/IM, mammalian cell-produced RBD-

Dimer + adjuvant, phase 3
- Kentucky Bioprocessing, plant-produced RBD protein subunit, phase

1/2

Medium-High:
- Good track record of recombinant protein vaccines, including

several baculovirus-insect cell-based vaccines having been
licensed[18]

- Recombinant proteins and adjuvants induce good humoral
immune responses

- Administration as virus-like particles (VLPs) (protein mixed
with preformed VLPs or are engineered self-assemble into
VLPs in case of the ADDomer system) has may induce strong
and lasting humoral responses[21]

- VLP vaccines may have high thermostability[18]
- Limitations:
-
Complex development and manufacturing compared to other plat-
forms;[18]

Low-Medium:
- Protein engineering-based approach, hence

seems largely safe
- Some risk associated with potential for produc-

tion of toxins
- Involves limited amount of viral engineering,

e.g. of insect or plant virus
- Might somewhat contribute to routine of mod-

ifying viruses
- Investigation of and work on viral capsid struc-

ture to inform VLP vaccines may increase
insight into viral engineering

Traditional
approaches

Inactivated virus
vaccines

Exposure of virulent virus to heat or chemical agents, for example,
formalin or b-propiolactone, to ‘‘inactivate” the virus, to prevent
infectivity while retaining immunogenicity.[5,22] Virus for vaccination
may be grown in embryonated chicken eggs or cell lines.[23]
- Bharat Biotech, inactivated SARS-CoV-2, phase 3, licensed
- Sinopharm, inactivated SARS-CoV-2, phase 3
- Sinovac, inactivated SARS-CoV-2, phase 3

Medium:
- Traditional approach, lots of experience with technology, e.g.

for large scale manufacturing
- Usually good immunogenicity
- Usually require multiple doses[22]
- Fast response during COVID-19 pandemic supports usefulness

during pandemic
- Limitations:

- Requirement of viral samples for vaccine development and
manufacturing, need for high containment facilities

- Likely won’t be able to keep up with speed of development
and probability of licensing of more platform-like approaches
in future pandemics

Medium:
- Requires very little understanding of viral

pathogenesis and modification
- Biosafety risk from culturing large batches of

replication-competent, pathogenic virus before
inactivation

- Creates knowledge and facilities forculture of
pathogenic viruses

Live attenuated virus
vaccine (empirical
attenuation through
serial passaging)

Classic empirical approach: Serial passaging of virus, e.g. through cells,
for loss of virulence. Virus for vaccination may be grown in
embryonated chicken eggs or cell lines.[23]
- None in clinical development for COVID-19

Low:
- Lots of experience with empirical approach
- Potent immunogenicity
- Risk of reversion to virulence[24]
- Limitation: Not platform-like, each vaccine needs to be opti-

mised and tested independently

Low-Medium:
- Requires very little understanding of viral

pathogenesis and modification
- Creates knowledge and facilities for culture of

attenuated virus

Live attenuated virus
vaccines (rational
attenuation)

Rational attenuation approach: Based on viral engineering, e.g.
synonymous codon replacement[25]
- Codagenix/Serum Institute of India, synonymous codon de-opti-

mised SARS-CoV-2, phase 1

- Limited experience with rational attenuation approach to
date

- Potentially reduced risk of virulence reversion
- Limitation: Not platform-like, each vaccine needs to be opti-

mised and tested independently

Medium-High:
- Generates tools for precise insertion of many

mutations[26]
- May create knowledge on enhancing virulence
- Increases number of people with access to viral

engineering knowledge and tools
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tested in clinical trials, licensed, and manufactured. Virally vec-
tored vaccines, nucleic acid vaccines (including RNA vaccines and
DNA vaccines), and recombinant protein expression platforms are
the most prominent examples of such platform vaccines. In con-
trast to this, traditional approaches such as inactivated or attenu-
ated vaccines or vaccines based on subunit proteins isolated from
viruses require extensive optimisation for each new pathogen,
leading to longer development timelines.

The application of platform vaccine approaches to COVID-19
demonstrates how this technology may speed up vaccine develop-
ment. RNA-based approaches have been able to leverage insights
from the previous optimisation of vaccine platforms for MERS-
CoV to rapidly advance through preclinical development for tack-
ling COVID-19 [72]. For instance, the U.S.-based company Moder-
na’s COVID-19 vaccine candidate entered phase I clinical trials
within 10 weeks after publication of the SARS-CoV-2 sequence
[3]. Similarly, the virally vectored ChAdOx1 vaccine developed by
the University of Oxford and AstraZeneca has been able to quickly
enter large-scale clinical trials enabled by existing safety data of
previous use of this vector for the development of a MERS vaccine
[4]. Despite requiring isolation of viral samples, more traditional
vaccine approaches such as inactivated virus vaccines and protein
subunit vaccines have also advanced to clinical testing at great
speed. Previous work on MERS-CoV has enabled the relatively
rapid development of beta-propiolactone inactivated SARS-CoV-2
vaccine candidates [5].

Table 1 provides an overview of platform vaccine approaches
and more traditional approaches, including an evaluation of their
potential to tackle emerging pandemics and potential for dual-
use. The utility of a given vaccine approach for tackling emerging
diseases is not only dependent on the rapid development of an effi-
cacious vaccine, but furthermore also depends on criteria such as
production cost, thermostability, and cold chain requirement, and
the achievement of a single-dose injection regimen [6].
3. Past funding and application of different platform vaccine
approaches

To date, most publicly funded research was directed towards
virally vectored and DNA vaccine platforms, while work on RNA
vaccines has received less public funding. Between 2009 and
2019, a relatively large amount of U.S. federal funding for research
on vaccine platforms was awarded to virally vectored vaccines and
DNA vaccines (Fig. 1a). Ongoing challenges around nucleic acid sta-
bility and delivery have kept DNA vaccines from living up to the
multiple decade-old hope of this technology as a fast-response
platform.
$0m
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$200m
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$400m

$500m

Virally vectored vaccines DNA vaccines RNA vaccines

(a)

Fig. 1. Past funding of platform vaccine research. a) U.S. National Institutes of Health (N
Vaccine Funding until Nov 2019 as described in Bernasconi et al 2020 [26].
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The Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI),
founded in 2017 in the aftermath of the Ebola epidemic, is a major
international, non-governmental grantmaker for vaccine research.
As of November 2019, CEPI had awarded $279m to viral vector-
based approaches and $56m to DNA vaccines (Fig. 1b). This distri-
bution reflects the high interest in the viral vector-based platform
approach for tackling neglected pathogens after the 2014–2016
Ebola epidemic in West Africa, which led to the rapid development
of two efficacious virally vectored vaccines which have now been
licensed [28,29]. On the other hand, CEPI funding allocated specif-
ically for the advancement of rapid-response platforms went
towards RNA ($42.4m) and recombinant protein platform advance-
ment ($10.6m) [27].

The relative proportion of the number of COVID-19 candidate
vaccines in clinical trials demonstrates the popularity of different
vaccine approaches for tackling the ongoing pandemic. As of 9 Jan-
uary 20211, out of 63 candidate vaccines in clinical trials, seven-
teen are viral vector-based, eight are DNA-based, and seven are
RNA-based [30]. While twenty-one vaccine candidates are
protein-based, only a few vaccines such as the candidates by Nova-
vax and Kentucky Bioprocessing leverage novel platform-like
expression systems rather than traditional mammalian expression
systems. Nine inactivated virus vaccines and only a single live
attenuated vaccine are in clinical trials. Frontrunner candidates
for each of the different approaches are listed in Table 1. Overall,
developers are employing a balanced portfolio of vaccine
approaches for tackling the coronavirus pandemic. It is notable
that next to virally vectored vaccines, multiple RNA vaccines are
among the frontrunner candidates despite receiving less public
funding than virally vectored vaccines in the past. According to
recent phase 3 trial data, both Pfizer-BioNTech’s and Moderna’s
mRNA vaccine candidates reduce the chance of symptomatic
COVID-19 infection by around 95% [31,32]. The viral vector-
based ChAdOx1 vaccine reports an efficacy of around 70% [33].
Evaluation of the data from these and future phase 3 trials will
determine which approaches will succeed in inducing protective
responses against COVID-19, and subsequent deployment of these
different vaccines will shed further light on the manufacturing
characteristics of the different platform approaches.
4. Dual-use potential of platform vaccine technologies

There are three dimensions of biological dual-use risks: 1) mis-
use of ostensibly civilian facilities, 2) misuse of equipment and
agents, and 3) generation and dissemination of scientific knowl-
edge with risk of misuse [34]. Historically, the dual-use potential
of vaccines was tied to the dual-use potential of vaccine production
$279m
$56m

$42m

$70m

Other
15.4%

Recomb. protein
2.3%

RNA
9.2%

DNA
12.2%

Virally vectored
60.9%

(b)

IH) funding between 2009 and 2019 as reported on federalreporter.nih.gov. b) CEPI
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facilities and equipment for production of threat agents for tradi-
tional inactivated or attenuated vaccines. This dual-use potential
is illustrated by the historical example of Iraq repurposing fer-
menters from a veterinary vaccine production plant for botulinum
toxin production in 1988.[34,35] The Soviet Union also planned to
use ostensibly civilian vaccine production facilities to produce bio-
logical warfare agents in the event of a war with the United States
[36].

While over recent decades dual-use risks have generally been
considered a niche concern in vaccine development, the focus of
dual-use risk from vaccine research has shifted from the misuse
of civilian facilities to the generation and dissemination of scien-
tific insights with dual-use potential. One prominent example of
vaccine research leading to the dissemination of dual-use insights
was the synthesis of horsepox virus and its publication in 2018.
This research was directed at the development of a better smallpox
vaccine. However, as this was the first account of the synthesis of
an orthopoxvirus, a virus in the same family and closely related to
variola virus, the agent that causes smallpox, this research has low-
ered the barrier for individuals seeking to acquire the variola virus
which has been eradicated from nature and is only known to exist
at two secure repositories in the United States and Russia [37].

The increased concern around dual-use knowledge is driven by
the fact that rapid advances in molecular biology, including DNA
synthesis and gene-editing, continue to lower the barrier for viral
engineering and synthesis [34]. Therefore, the risk from dissemina-
tion of dual-use insights on the modification of viral properties like
transmissibility and immune evasion is amplified, as such insights
might allow actors to create transmissible agents posing global or
even existential threats. In comparison, the ability to produce large
batches of toxins and non-transmissible viruses could be used to
create harm at large but limited scale. While large-scale production
has long been considered a key barrier to the weaponisation of
existing viruses on the basis of knowledge on historical biological
weapons programs, the potential for misuse of production technol-
ogy would be limited to the proprietor of the facility in question
[38,39]. In contrast, once released into the public, scientific knowl-
edge may inform malicious actors around the globe.

Dual-use aspects of research on novel platform vaccine tech-
nologies, which leverage recent advances in viral and nucleic acid
synthesis and modification, have not been evaluated sufficiently to
date. Hence, we here assess and compare the dual-use risk of dif-
ferent novel and traditional vaccine approaches (Table 1) and pro-
pose strategies to minimise biosecurity risks posed by vaccine
platform technologies.

Compared to other vaccine approaches, we identify research on
viral vector-based platforms as exhibiting relatively high dual-use
potential. This is in particular due to the high concern we associate
with the generation of knowledge on the modification of viral
properties. As we discuss in more detail below, research on viral
vector-based vaccines involves viral engineering which may
inform modification of concerning agents such as variola virus
and creates incentives for the generation of potentially concerning
insights on conferring viral immune evasion. We classify research
on rational attenuation approaches, which aims to create live
attenuated viral vaccines with better genomic stability, as exhibit-
ing medium to high dual-use potential. Research on synonymous
codon replacement may not only lead to potential insights on
enhancement of virulence, but importantly generates the synthetic
biology tools necessary to conduct such enhancement, for example
the ability to introduce many mutations simultaneously with high
precision [26].

As discussed above, the traditional inactivated vaccine
approach creates the facilities and uniquely advances capabilities
for culturing large batches of virus. As this ability is mostly limited
to the proprietor of the facility in question and minimal knowledge
2518
on the modification of viruses is gained, we classify this approach
as exhibiting medium dual-use potential. Similarly, traditional
empirically attenuated vaccines may also require large-scale cul-
ture of virus, however it does not involve culture of wild-type virus
from the outset. Hence, empirically attenuated vaccines exhibit
low to medium dual-use potential. Given the non-replicating nat-
ure of toxins and interest in protein production for a wide range
of uses, we classify recombinant protein platforms, which may be
leveraged for toxic protein production, as exhibiting low to med-
ium dual-use potential.

Notably, we find that the promising nucleic acid-based vaccine
platforms exhibit little obvious dual-use potential (Table 1). RNA
and DNA vaccines commonly leverage nucleic acids encapsulated
in lipid nanoparticles to induce expression of the target antigen
in the vaccine recipient’s cells, removing the need of engineering
viruses to fulfil the same function. However, such approaches
might still increase biosecurity risk through mechanisms not yet
identified, for instance through the advancement of enabling tech-
nologies such as bench-top DNA synthesis. Therefore, while some
research into virally vectored vaccines creates dual-use insights
with potential to lead to existential threats which exceeds the
threat of dual-use insights from conventional vaccine approaches,
novel nucleic acid vaccine platforms may exhibit even less dual-
use potential than conventional approaches by removing the need
for direct work on or production of viruses.

In the following section, we examine the dual-use potential of
virally vectored vaccines to identify which particular lines of
research raise concerns and how these concerns may be mitigated.
Virally vectored vaccines may increase biosecurity risk through
two routes: (1) generating particular insights with more direct
dual-use potential and (2) spreading viral engineering capabilities
which could enable misuse. Assessing this danger means looking at
the incremental risk of further research into virally vectored vacci-
nes, but also at the pre-existing margin of similar work and
research. If vaccine platforms are a small part of all viral engineer-
ing or all immune-evasive work, the additional risk is commensu-
rately less.
5. Dual-use potential of specific insights: Evading pre-existing
immunity

The foremost source of biosecurity risk from research on virally
vectored vaccines is the creation of insights and knowledge with
dual-use potential. For instance, work on virally vectored vaccines
may lead to insights into the evasion of pre-existing anti-vector
immunity. Such knowledge may be leveraged to engineer patho-
gens to evade pre-existing, potentially vaccine-induced, immunity.

Pre-existing anti-vector immunity is one of the major limita-
tions of viral vector-based vaccines and therapeutics. Pre-existing
vector-specific antibodies may neutralise viral vectors before their
entry of host cells and hence may prevent the induction of immune
responses against the encoded antigens [12,13]. Such pre-existing
immunity may be induced by natural infection or by previous
administration of a vector-based vaccine or therapeutic, therefore
limiting the reusability of a given vector-based platform [14].
Accordingly, there exists a strong incentive to overcome this limi-
tation, and many different approaches to circumventing pre-
existing anti-vector immunity have been explored [40]. For
instance, while adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) features desirable
properties as a vaccine vector with regard to immunogenicity,
there is a high prevalence of pre-existing anti-Ad5 immunity in
the human population [41]. In order to circumvent this immunity,
chimeric vectors have been created where hypervariable regions of
Ad5 hexon protein are replaced with those from a less seropreva-
lent adenovirus serotype such as Ad48 (Fig. 2) [15]. One could



Fig. 2. Approaches for circumventing anti-vector immunity. Different strategies have been explored to evade pre-existing anti-vector immunity: The creation of chimeric
viral vectors in which hypervariable regions of the Ad5 hexon protein are replaced by those of less seroprevalent adenovirus serotypes such as Ad48; the use of non-human
viral vectors such as the chimpanzee adenovirus ChAd1; chemical surface modification of vectors with synthetic polymers such as polyethylene glycol (PEG).
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readily imagine how experience with and knowledge of the cre-
ation of chimeric vectors to evade pre-existing anti-vector immu-
nity could be leveraged to create pathogens able to evade
vaccine-induced immunity. The example of the creation of chi-
meric Ad5 may only be of limited concern from a dual-use perspec-
tive as adenovirus is a relatively less concerning pathogen and this
approach of creating chimeric vectors is relatively pathogen spe-
cific. However, similar modifications of attenuated versions of
highly pathogenic viruses may be readily translatable to modifying
pathogenic versions of these viruses for evasion of pre-existing or
vaccine-induced immunity. For instance, Miest et al created a
recombinant oncolytic measles virus capable of evading pre-
existing neutralising antibodies through exchange of envelope gly-
coproteins with those of canine distemper virus [42]. Similar
insights into the creation of new ‘‘serotypes” of pathogenic viruses
may emerge from research on overcoming anti-vector immunity in
the context of virally vectored vaccines. Furthermore, efforts to
overcome pre-existing anti-vector immunity may lead to more
universal insights into strategies for evading pre-existing immu-
nity that are applicable and translatable to a wide range of
pathogens.

There are certain strategies for circumventing anti-vector
immunity which may exhibit less dual-use potential than genetic
engineering of vectors. One such strategy is the use of non-
human viral vectors, as is the case in the chimpanzee
adenovirus-vectored ChAdOx1 COVID-19 vaccine or the rVSV-
based vaccine for Ebola. Another strategy with potentially less
dual-use potential than genetic approaches might be non-genetic
virion modifications, such as covering the surface with synthetic
polymers (e.g. through PEGylation) (Fig. 2). While such non-
genetic approaches could be used to formulate a broad array of
biological agents for immune evasion, these modifications are
not passed onto viral progeny and hence do not increase the risk
for the largest-scale catastrophic threats posed by transmissible,
genetically engineered viruses [33,43,44].

In addition to work on virally vectored vaccines for infectious
diseases, other applications of viral vectors, such as gene therapy
or cancer vaccines, will drive research into overcoming the limita-
tion of anti-vector immunity [45,46]. Non-genetic methods might
be a promising low dual-use potential solution to the problem of
anti-vector immunity in cancer vaccines and gene therapy. How-
ever, stronger incentives for rapidly scalable and low-cost manu-
facturing for infectious disease vaccines may favour research into
genetic methods that require fewer manufacturing steps but pose
greater dual-use concern. Similarly, the creation of recombinant
measles virus able to evade measles immunity in humans indicates
that genetic approaches for evading anti-viral immunity that are
passed onto viral progeny might also be investigated as part of
oncolytic virus research [42].
2519
6. Risk from spreading viral engineering capabilities

Another source of biosecurity risk from biotechnological
research involving viral engineering is the inherent dual-use
potential of the experience, skills, and equipment required for
and developed through such work. Creating viral vector-based vac-
cines involves the creation and amplification of recombinant DNA
plasmids for transfection into cells and viral rescue [47–49]. How-
ever, while these skills exhibit dual-use potential, they are com-
mon molecular biology capabilities. Indeed, there is a large
overlap between work on viral vectors for infectious disease vacci-
nes and work on viral vectors for gene therapy and cancer vaccines,
as well as work on oncolytic viruses [45,46]. Furthermore, similar
capabilities may be advanced through a range of other synthetic
biology research.

The marginal effect of viral vector-based vaccine research on
the total number of individuals capable of engineering viral patho-
gens depends on the relative amount of research on virally vec-
tored vaccines compared to other activities which increase access
to similar capabilities. The fraction of publications on virally vec-
tored vaccines out of publications on all applications of viral vec-
tors and oncolytic virus research may be a good indicator of the
marginal contribution of the work on virally vectored vaccines to
overall viral engineering capability. Based on a search of the Scopus
database, the 716 publications on virally vectored vaccines for
infectious disease make up 10% of the 7007 publications on all
applications of viral vectors and oncolytic viruses since 2015. The
fact that only 10% of research on viral vectors is associated with
virally vectored vaccines for infectious disease demonstrates that
work on vaccines is not a major driver for spreading related tech-
nical capabilities.

While on the margin most work on viral vector-based vaccines
won’t be associated with the spread of engineering capabilities
with significant dual-use risk, one exception to this may be cases
where research on vaccines based on particular vectors may inform
work on particularly concerning pathogens. In particular, viral
family-specific approaches such as the ability to rescue virus from
plasmid-transfected cells, otherwise a potential bottleneck for
actors with nefarious intent, may be lowered through work on less
concerning, but related viruses. For instance, while vaccine vectors
are commonly based on viruses with limited pathogenicity in
humans like adenovirus, vaccinia virus has emerged as a popular
vaccine platform due to its ability to stably incorporate large seg-
ments of foreign DNA [37,38]. Given the high degree of genetic
homology between orthopoxviruses, the Soviet biological weapons
program conducted experiments inserting foreign DNA into vac-
cinia and other orthopoxviruses as a prelude to conducting such
work with variola [50,51]. Similarly, the development of tech-
niques to synthesise horsepox virus and vaccinia virus could also
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be used to synthesise variola virus [52,53]. Therefore, there may be
particular dual-use risk associated with vaccine efforts on vectors
related to pathogens that pose biosecurity risks. Despite this, it is
worth noting that the current U.S. dual-use research of concern
policy only covers a list of 15 pathogens which means that identi-
cal types of experiments on closely related pathogens, even if these
might be directly applicable to the covered pathogens, are not sub-
ject to oversight and review [54]. For instance, while variola virus
is included on this list, research on related mousepox, horsepox,
and vaccinia viruses is currently not covered despite the potential
for translatable insights.
7. Dual-use assessment of virally vectored vaccines: Limitations
and takeaways

Overall, research on virally vectored vaccines seems to feature
some dual-use potential, with certain approaches – such as efforts
to evade antiviral immunity – raising particularly salient biosecu-
rity concerns. Aside from insights into strategies for immune eva-
sion, there might also be other insights of dual-use concern
associated with further work on virally vectored vaccines which
have not been identified here. Furthermore, our keyword-based
search of the literature for the fractions of viral vector research
for different applications might under- or overestimate the role
of vaccines in driving viral engineering capabilities. In particular,
this search might not capture the role and effect of privately
funded research, some of which may be proprietary and therefore
not part of the public literature. The synthesis of horsepox virus,
for example, was funded by an American biotech company [55].
The proportion of dual-use research that is privately funded is
likely to grow as companies account for a growing share of
research in the life sciences. Since 2013, federal funding has
accounted for less than half of national spending on scientific
research in the United States [56].

Risk from dual-use insights is not just limited to work on virally
vectored vaccines for infectious disease but is also associated with
other applications of viral vectors and work on oncolytic viruses.
Therefore, the additional risk from increased work on virally vec-
tored vaccines might be commensurately less in the presence of
continuing advances in these other areas. At the same time, this
finding also demonstrates that individuals working in research
areas such as gene therapy and oncolytic cancer therapy, which
have not been traditionally associated with such biosecurity risks,
should be aware of the dual-use potential of their research and
accordingly make decisions on project choice and execution.
Indeed, we do not lay claim to how the overall dual-use risk from
vaccine research compares to that of other fields in the life
sciences. Rather, we believe it is incumbent on each respective field
to identify high risk research in order to prioritise the preferential
pursuit of safer alternatives.
8. Managing biosecurity risks of platform vaccine advancement

Dual-use assessments need to weigh the risks associated with a
given technology with its benefits. Platform vaccine approaches are
hugely valuable for addressing emerging diseases as demonstrated
by their application to tackling COVID-19 and Ebola. Novel platform
vaccine approaches such as RNA vaccines will likely see a large
increase in funding over the coming years having demonstrated
promising properties such as fast development timelines and effi-
cacy when tackling COVID-19 [16,57,58]. Depending on the situa-
tion and pathogen in question, different platforms may have more
suitable properties than others, including with regard to immuno-
genicity and efficacy as well as practical considerations such as
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speed of development, cold chain requirements, number of injec-
tions required, and cost, speed, and scalability of manufacturing.

The unique upsides of virally vectored vaccines need to be con-
sidered when assessing and managing associated dual-use con-
cerns. Some of the most promising and most advanced COVID-19
vaccines are based on viral vectors (Table 1) [30]. Importantly,
virally vectored vaccines demonstrated fast development timelines
and efficacy in the Ebola epidemics in West Africa and the Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo (DRC) [10,28]. Merck’s VSV-based Ebola
vaccine showed 97.5% efficacy in the DRC Ebola outbreak and
was administered to over 303,000 individuals, playing a key role
in the containment of the outbreak [28,59,60]. Additionally, viral
vector-based vaccines are a technology that is relatively accessible
to research groups and commercial developers around the globe, as
demonstrated by 17 out of 63 COVID-19 vaccine candidates in clin-
ical trials being based on this approach [30]. Importantly, virally
vectored vaccines induce robust T cell responses which might be
needed for inducing effective immunity against enveloped viruses
with complex pathogenesis like poxviruses or filoviruses [9].
Among the available vaccine platforms, viral vector-based plat-
forms may be the most promising for inducing protective immune
responses with a single injection [10,11]. Additionally, virally vec-
tored vaccines do not require subzero transport and storage, which
currently seems to be a limitation of RNA-based vaccines, as
demonstrated by the COVID-19 vaccine efforts [19]. Hence, virally
vectored vaccines are an important component of our current port-
folio of vaccine approaches.

Nevertheless, risks associated with the development of virally
vectored vaccines should be reduced where possible. Without
question, the upsides of applying existing technologies, including
vector-based vaccines, to countering the ongoing COVID-19 pan-
demic outweigh the current associated dual-use concerns. How-
ever, managing dual-use risk from research on this platform
technology should be a consideration when decisions are made
on how to advance the vaccine technology landscape over the com-
ing years. To minimise biosecurity risks, funders and researchers
should consider the dual-use potential of different approaches to
advance viral vector-based platforms. Work should be prioritized
for vectors which exhibit relatively low dual-use potential of asso-
ciated technical capabilities and insights. Research on vectors
which are homologous or related to potential biological threat
agents such as variola or influenza virus should be minimized.
Additionally, vectors based on non-human viruses with low
pathogenicity in humans should be pursued preferentially.

To overcome specific technical challenges such as anti-vector
immunity, finding low dual-use solutions should be prioritised.
For instance, this might include choosing non-genetic over genetic
methods for circumventing anti-vector immunity. Such non-
genetic methods may include the expansion of the vector portfolio
to viruses with low seroprevalence such as non-human aden-
oviruses or improving strategies for synthetic surface modifica-
tions which cannot be passed onto viral progeny. Additionally,
prime-boost regimens with heterologous vectors or exploring dif-
ferent routes of administration may be low-risk dual-use strategies
to reduce the effect of pre-existing anti-vector immunity on
immunogenicity [61]. The success of the rVSV-based Ebola vaccine
and the ChAdOx1 vaccine for COVID-19 demonstrate that non-
human viruses can exhibit excellent properties as vectors for safe
and efficacious vaccines [10,33].

Additionally, preferential investment into promising low dual-
use platform vaccine approaches such as RNA vaccines might
reduce dual-use risk from platform vaccines in the long-run. There
are two indications that the potential of RNA-based platforms to
tackle most emerging pandemics may eventually exceed that of
viral vector-based ones.
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First, preclinical and early-stage clinical data on SARS-CoV-2
vaccine candidates suggests that mRNA-based vaccines such as
the one developed by Moderna induce stronger neutralising anti-
body responses than those induced by the virally vectored ChA-
dOx1 vaccine [33,62]. Indeed, early results from phase 3 clinical
trials showed that two mRNA-based vaccines showed an efficacy
around 95%, while data on the ChAdOx1 viral vector-based vaccine
suggests that efficacy of this vaccine may only be around 70%
[16,17,63]. Specific antibody responses are the critical correlate
of protection for most viruses and hence the potential for RNA-
based platforms to tackle most emerging viruses with pandemic
potential may exceed that of viral vector-based ones [64].

Second, current practical limitations around the widespread
manufacturing and deployment of RNA-based vaccines will likely
be solved in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Facilities and
experience with large-scale manufacturing of RNA vaccines will
be able to be leveraged for future iterations of the same platforms
and the development of thermostable RNA vaccines seems within
reach [6,65,66]. While viral vector-based platforms are limited in
reusability by anti-vector immunity after widespread deployment,
insights from development and deployment of RNA-based plat-
forms for COVID-19 will be able to directly inform the application
of the very same platforms to future targets.

The development of efficacious RNA vaccines that could be
deployed quickly and widely for most pathogens would reduce
the need to develop and deploy virally vectored vaccines. Not only
would this prevent the buildup of anti-vector immunity to con-
serve the immunogenicity of virally vectored vaccines for when
their unique immunogenic properties are needed, but this would
also prevent such anti-vector immunity from interfering with the
potency of cancer immunotherapy and gene therapy based on sim-
ilar vectors. Importantly, conserving the deployment of virally vec-
tored vaccines for when their unique properties are needed, might
reduce the incentive to conduct dual-use research on overcoming
anti-vector immunity.
9. Lessons for the governance of biotechnology

The Nuclear Threat Initiative has identified the need to ‘‘reduce
biotechnology risks and implement global norms for life science
research” as a key strategy to reducing the occurrence of global
catastrophic biological risks, large-scale biological events with
the potential to destabilise society [67]. The finding that certain
research on viral vector-based vaccines may exhibit dual-use
potential demonstrates that scientists outside of the pathogen
research community need to become more aware of dual-use risks
associated with their work and research-funding bodies need to
prioritise the evaluation and reduction of biosecurity risks across
a broader swathe of the life sciences research enterprise. To this
end, education programs on such risks need to become part of uni-
versity life science teaching. In the U.S., the National Science Advi-
sory Board for Biosecurity should take the lead on creating
guidance on this. Both public and private research-funding bodies
should follow the example of the Wellcome Trust, the UK Biotech-
nological and Biological Research Council, and the UK Medical
Research Council to require grant applicants to evaluate risks of
misuse in applications and to notify funders of any unanticipated
changes in the dual-use risk status of their research [68]. Further-
more, there is a need to expand the coverage of the U.S. policy on
oversight of dual-use research of concern to pathogens closely
related to those already listed given the transferability of knowl-
edge on the engineering and synthesis of these agents. Indeed,
given the transnational nature of modern life sciences research,
global norms for responsible dual-use research should be devel-
oped by respected international scientific authorities such as the
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InterAcademy Partnership and World Health Organization. In addi-
tion, as company-based research plays a key role in advancing
biotechnology, not only academic but also proprietary research
needs to be the subject of future biosecurity oversight mecha-
nisms. Indeed, the private sector could take a leading role in build-
ing robust governance for biotechnology to establish a secure
foundation for their work and to retain public trust in their prac-
tices. Such practices could follow the example of the industry-led
effort to universalise the screening of DNA synthesis orders
through formation of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium
[69].

When weighing biosecurity risks against the humanitarian ben-
efits of research, the importance of a given scientific question may
be used as a benchmark to determine the acceptable level of dual-
use risk from associated experiments [70]. For instance, platform
vaccines and specifically virally vectored vaccines are an important
pandemic countermeasure with the potential to significantly
reduce the harm caused by emerging pathogens. These upsides
likely outweigh some of the associated dual-use concerns. Never-
theless, even if the benefits of a given experiment or technology
are substantial, the approach with the least associated dual-use
risk should be pursued to achieve a given goal. This is reflected
in the U.S. Health and Human Services guide for funding of
research on enhanced potential pandemic pathogens [71]. This
consideration should also be applied to research which has not tra-
ditionally been associated with dual-use risks. As demonstrated,
such research includes work on viral vectors and oncolytic viruses.
Aside from new guidelines being needed to guide funding and
work in these fields, grantmakers and researchers in these areas
need to become aware of the biosecurity risks associated with their
work to be able to evaluate if and how a given line of research
should be conducted to minimise these risks.
10. Conclusions

Platform-based vaccines will likely play a key role in containing
the COVID-19 pandemic. Further advancement of fast-response
platform vaccine technologies is needed to build capacity to swiftly
tackle future novel pathogens [72]. At the same time, the advance-
ment of biotechnology with dual-use potential may lead to
increased risk for anthropogenic pandemics. Therefore, all stake-
holders involved in biotechnology and life science research need
to become aware of associated biosecurity risks and foster a cul-
ture of thorough evaluation and minimisation of such risks. This
is especially important for researchers in areas which have not tra-
ditionally been associated with dual-use concerns, such as in vac-
cinology, gene therapy, and oncolytic virus immunotherapy. For
instance, further research on virally vectored vaccines which may
involve viral engineering to overcome anti-vector immunity may
exhibit relatively high dual-use potential. Hence, research into
non-genetic methods rather than genetic methods for evading
pre-existing anti-vector immunity should be prioritised. While
there is potential for not yet identified mechanisms of dual-use
risk, approaches such as RNA and DNA vaccines seem to feature
relatively little dual-use potential. Therefore, preferential invest-
ment into promising RNA-based approaches might reduce the total
biosecurity risk of the vaccine technology portfolio and the incen-
tive to develop high dual-use potential solutions to circumvent
anti-vector immunity.
11. Methods

U.S. funding of platform vaccine approaches: federalreporter.nih.-
gov was searched for U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) and
Congressionally Directed Medical Research Programs (CDMRP)
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funding reported between 2009 and 2019. Queries used: ‘‘‘Viral
vector” AND vaccine NOT cancer’; ‘‘‘DNA vaccine” NOT cancer’;
‘‘‘RNA vaccine” NOT cancer’. No search terms for capturing funding
of recombinant protein expression platform-based vaccine
research were identified.

Scopus database review: The search was conducted on 19 August
2020 and included papers published since 2015. 109 papers attrib-
uted to cancer vaccine research (based on the keywords ‘‘‘virus
vector” AND ‘‘cancer vaccine”’) were subtracted from the 825 pub-
lications on all research on virally vectored vaccines (keywords
‘‘‘virus vector” AND vaccine’). There were 5,065 publications on
viral vectors (keyword ‘‘‘virus vector”’), the majority of which is
work on viral vectors for gene therapy, and 1942 papers on onco-
lytic virus research (keyword ‘‘‘oncolytic virus”’). The scopus data-
base can be found at www.scopus.com.
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